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About The HITEQ Center

The HITEQ Center is a HRSA-funded National Training and 
Technical Assistance Partner (NTTAPs) that collaborates with 
HRSA partners including Health Center Controlled Networks, 
Primary Care Associations and other NTTAPs to engage 
health centers in the optimization of health IT to address key 
health center needs through:
• A national website (www.hiteqcenter.org) with health 

center-focused resources, toolkits, training, and a 
calendar of related events. 

• Learning collaboratives, remote trainings, and on-
demand technical assistance on key topic areas. 

Website: www.HITEQcenter.org | Twitter: @HITEQcenter | Email: hiteqinfo@jsi.com

Access to comprehensive care using health 
IT and telehealth

Privacy and security

Advancing interoperability

Electronic patient engagement

Readiness for value based care 

Using health IT and telehealth to improve 
Clinical quality and Health equity

Using health IT or telehealth to address 
emerging issues: behavioral health, HIV 

prevention, and emergency preparedness

HITEQ Topic Areas

http://www.hiteqcenter.org/


Legal Disclaimer
• The information included in this 

presentation is for informational 
purposes only and is not a substitute 
for legal advice.

• Please consult an appropriate attorney 
if you have any particular questions 
regarding a legal issue.
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Assessing 
Breach Risk 



Health Center Cybersecurity Problem Statement

• Increased use of electronic health 
record systems increases security risk

• Increased use of IoT enabled mobile 
health and medical devices increases 
security risk

• Increased use of internet-based systems 
increases security risk

• Increased numbers of users on a given 
system increases security risk

• That can be a lot of security risks for 
small to medium-sized health centers to 
effectively manage!



The Continued Rise of Ransomware

• The frequency of daily ransomware attacks 
increased 50 percent during the third 
quarter of 2020 from the first half of the 
year

• The average ransomware payment in 2021 
increased by 82% year over year to 
$570,000.

• 121 ransomware incidents have been 
reported in the first half of 2021, up 64% 
year-over-year.

• The largest ransom demand known so far 
for 2021 is $100 million.

• The effects can be seen in the ransomware 
attack on Universal Health Services, which 
impacted all 400 US sites



The Cost of Healthcare Breach
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Current Well Known Malware Exploits

Clop ransomware: This ransomware
disables windows applications such 

as windows defender, effectively 
stopping you from receiving any new 
intruder alerts. While it does this the 
ransomware also encrypts your files.

Agent Tesla: This is a RAT (Remote 
Access Trojan) that exfiltrates 

credentials by logging keystrokes and 
taking screenshot from the infected 

system. 

Snugy: PowerShell based backdoor 
which allows the attacker full access 

to the system using DNS 
tunneling. DNS tunneling exploits the 
DNS protocol to tunnel malware and 

other data through a client-server 
model. 

ZeuS: Botnet that delivers malware, 
logs keystrokes, spreads other 

malware and reports back to the 
attacker. 

Dridex: a phishing trojan and botnet 
which uses malicious macros in 

Microsoft Office with either 
malicious embedded links or 

attachments

CoinMiner: A cryptocurrency miner 
that spreads throughout an 

enterprises network and uses the 
system resources to mine for 

cryptocurrencies.



Common Entry Points

• Phishing
• Ransomware
• Connected Medical Devices (IoT)
• Social Engineering
• Misconfigured Servers
• Inadvertent Disclosures
• Unpatched Systems
• Vendors and Business Associates
• Facilities and other supporting 

systems



Health Center Cyber Defense against the 
Dark Web Call to Arms! 

• An EHR system or medical device is essentially no 
different than any other type of computer program

• Except…that there is a greater chance that it could 
have a direct impact on someone’s health

• “White Hat” initiatives for protecting the privacy and 
security of that data have steadily evolved.

• It is all of our responsibility, whether health IT staff, 
nurses, doctors, CEOs or patients to defend health 
information against the dark web

• Join the fight!
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Security Risk Assessment

–Required by HIPAA Security Rule and HITECH Act
–Should be conducted annually or at the time of any 

significant system or workflow changes
–Not required to, but should follow an established 

framework such as NIST, COBIT, or ISO
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Preach SRA Love!

• Make everyone in your health center a part 
of conducting an SRA

• By conducting an SRA regularly, providers 
can identify, and document potential 
threats and vulnerabilities related to data 
security and develop a plan of action to 
mitigate them.

• An SRA is the first step of a continuous, 
comprehensive Risk Management Program 
that will benefit your patients and your 
practice

• You cannot protect what you are unaware 
of!



Security Risk Assessment

• Challenges
– Can be hard to understand requirements
– Hard to find concrete examples and expertise
– Organizations worry about enforcement actions if they acknowledge 

they have security risks
– Many “risk assessments” end up being an enumeration of security 

controls or simple checklists



SRA Frequency

• Practices that participate in CMS Incentive Programs (e.g., Promoting Interoperability, 
Meaningful Use) must conduct an SRA for every year of attestation

• SRAs should be updated after major changes or upgrades to practice, technology, or 
environment

• Recommendation is at least annually for HIPAA compliance
• Risk management and assessment is a continuous process, so make sure you have 

documentation to support your ongoing risk assessment and management process
• Conducting SRA is worth the money, hire a consultant if outside of your organization’s 

abilities



OCR Audit Schedule

• Office of Civil Rights (OCR) has been enforcing HIPAA since 2003
• The OCR conducted its first set of audits in 2012
• The second phase began in 2016
• Provider compliance with Security, Privacy, and Breach Rules are 

audited
• Most common Security deficiencies from 2012-2013 pilot audits:

– Lack of or incomplete SRA  (47 out of 59 = 79%)
– Unaware of Security Rule requirements

• 2017 Comprehensive onsite audits results…?

Reference: Source: IAPP Conference March 7, 2013



Reasons for Compliance

• Covered entities that suffer a breach and have not performed a SRA, or otherwise do 
not have an effective risk management program, face the steepest penalties from the 
OCR

• A lack of or incomplete SRA is the main reason providers fail Meaningful Use (MU) 
audits, resulting in loss of incentive money

• Further costs due to ineffective security plans may include:
– Breach victims may pursue legal action for damages
– Many healthcare providers have lost access to their data due to ransomware 

attacks or contract disputes

Reference: Michigan Center for Effective IT Adoption





SRA Checklist

There are many ways to conduct a SRA but methods should at the very 
least encompass facets such as:

• Scope must include all ePHI in organization
• Data collection and methods must be documented
• Identify and document anticipated threats and vulnerabilities
• Assess current security measures in place
• Establish likelihood of threat occurrence
• Establish potential impact of threat occurrence
• Determine level of risk
• Document complete risk analysis
• Periodic review and update



Security Rule Requirements
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NIST 800 Series: Primary Resource for ONC SRA Toolkit



NIST Risk Assessment Steps



Critical Security Controls and HIPAA

Control Family HIPAA Security Rule Controls

CSC #1: Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized Devices 164.310(c): Workstation Security - R
164.310(d)(1): Device and Media Controls: Accountability - A

CSC #2: Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized 
Software

164.310(c): Workstation Security - R

CSC #3: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software 164.310(c): Workstation Security - R

CSC #4: Continuous Vulnerability Assessment and 
Remediation

164.308(a)(8): Evaluation
164.308(a)(6): Security Incident Procedures

CSC #5: Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges

164.310(b): Workstation Use - R
164.310(c): Workstation Security - R

164.312: Access Control: Unique User Identification - R
164.312(b): Audit Controls

164.312(d): Person or Entity Authentication



Primary SRA Sections 1-6

• Maintaining Your Security Program
• Identifying Your Assets
• Managing Access to Your Assets
• Managing the Integrity of Your ePHI
• Managing Your Media
• Managing Your Facilities

Each section broke down 
into subcategories:
• Administrative
• Physical
• Technical 



Primary SRA Sections 7-12

• Managing Your Workforce
• Educating Your Workforce
• Managing Your Vendors
• Continuing Your Operations When 

Emergencies Occur
• Auditing Your Operations
• Managing Incidents

Each section broke down 
into subcategories:
• Administrative
• Physical
• Technical 



Enter the ONC Security Risk Assessment (SRA) Tool

Designed to help health care providers and business associates 
that handle patient information to evaluate risks, vulnerabilities 
and adherence to the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Security Rule.

The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology 
(ONC) worked together with the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), which enforces 
the HIPAA Security Rule, to develop this tool to enable providers and other 
entities to meet their HIPAA Security Rule compliance responsibilities. 



ONC SRA Limitations
• Use of this tool is neither required by 

nor guarantees compliance with 
federal, state or local laws.

• The Security Risk Assessment Tool is 
not intended to be an exhaustive or 
definitive source on safeguarding 
health information from privacy and 
security risks.



ONC SRA Tool Main Menu



ONC SRA Tool Interview



ONC SRA Toolkit Glossary



SRA Dashboard



SRA Summary

• Security Risk Assessments required for compliance with HIPAA and 
Meaningful Use

• Risk and regulatory oversight increasing and expected to continue
• Practices are expected to take security seriously and put forth a good 

faith effort
• Required: Hard work, diligence, integrity
• An SRA is the first step of a continuous, comprehensive Risk Management 

Program that will benefit your patients and your practice



Breach 
Protection and 

OCR 
Implications



• Build a culture motivated and 
dedicated to securing patient data

• Hire external consultants to help you 
build a strategy and test that strategy 
frequently

• Clarify related policies and determine 
gaps

• Gamify – Find ways to make sure your 
organization doesn’t fall asleep at the 
wheel

Breach Protection High Level Strategy



Reference: http://www.dwt.com/people/adamhgreene/38

Primary Issues:
• Lack of risk analysis/risk management
• Large breaches (e.g., 300,000 or more)
• Improper disposal
• Unencrypted mobile devices
• Widespread snooping

Triggers:
• Media attention
• Breach report
• DOJ/OIG referral
• Consumer/Business Associate Complaints

General OCR HIPAA Settlements



Primary Breach Factors

1. Compromised Credentials
2. Cloud misconfiguration
3. 3rd-party software 

vulnerabilities
4. Phishing attacks
5. Physical security compromise



Example: Use of Vulnerability Scanners

Allows for vulnerability, configuration and compliance 
assessments 

Prevents network attacks by 
identifying the 

vulnerabilities and 
configuration issues

Uses the Common 
Vulnerabilities and 

Exposures architecture for 
easy cross-linking between 

compliant security tools

Utilizes attack scripting 
languages that describes 

individual threats and 
potential attacks



• Provides safe harbor for HITECH breach notification
• Addressable standard in HIPAA Security Rule however many 

consider it a defacto standard because with today’s technology, 
it’s hard to say that encryption would not be reasonable or 
appropriate.

• Lessens breach impact

The Baseline: Encryption



Encryption – At Rest
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Reference Practice

CIS 10.4 Encrypt Backups

CIS 13.9 Encrypt Data on USB Storage Devices

CIS 13.6 Encrypt Mobile Device Data

CIS 14.8 Encrypt Sensitive Information at Rest
- Encrypt all sensitive information at rest using a tool that requires a secondary authentication 

mechanism not integrated into the operating system, in order to access the information 

CIS 16.4 Encrypt or Hash All Authentication Credentials
- Encrypt or hash with a salt all authentication credentials when stored 
- If hashing, use strong algorithm such as bcrypt (do not use SHA-x)

CIS 18.5 Use only Standardized and Extensively Reviewed Encryption Algorithms 
- Most common current standard is AES-256
- Reference FIPS 140-2



Encryption – In Transit
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Reference Practice

CIS 4.5 Use encrypted channels for all administrative access

CIS 11.5 Manage Network Devices using Encrypted Sessions

CIS 12.10 Require all Remote Logins to Encrypt Data in Transit
- Use VPN or TLS-protected sessions
- Avoid using straight RDP (Windows remote desktop protocol)

CIS 14.4 Encrypt All Sensitive Information in Transit

CIS 15.7 Leverage the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) to Encrypt Wireless Data 
- Generally, this means use WPA2-AES



Operationalizing 
Cybersecurity



Cybersecurity Rugged DevOps

Defensible infrastructure: Better configuration and security controls in place, with 
more consistency overall.

Operational discipline: Changes and code pushes managed collaboratively and with 
heightened awareness and interaction.

Situational awareness: All changes and systems monitored proactively to determine 
any adverse impacts or potential attack surface created.

Countermeasures: Quick response, with proper preventive controls enabled and 
sound communication strategy maintained.



Changing Approach to Protecting Information

Step 1: Take an Information-based approach

• Know what you have and where you have it. 
Include mobile devices, cloud-based systems, 
medical devices, removable media, automated 
and manual data transfers

• Know what information is in these locations, how 
much, and the criticality

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://oli.cmu.edu/courses/health-information-technology-foundations-open-free/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Changing Approach to Protecting Information

Step 2: Understand the risks

• Security Risk Assessment
• What are the threats to this information (more in 

a bit!)
• What are the consequences of loss of 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://brightnepenthe.blogspot.com/2010/08/discerning-bad-guys-treating-children.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Changing Approach to Protecting Information

Step 3: Continuous Evaluation

• Continuous Security Risk Assessment
• Continuous Monitoring
• Continuous Testing



Conclusion
• Health Center Privacy and Security is everyone’s 

responsibility

• Security Risk Analysis is your #1 tool for protecting 
your health information systems from breach

• There are known best practices and frameworks that 
can be followed to help ensure information security is 
addressed appropriately

• Effective incident response is about planning and 
practice

• Help defend your Health Centers against the Dark 
Web!



Get Your Badge!

1. Visit: http://bit.ly/hiteq-defender
2. Read through the suggested resources:

– Ransomware Guidance Presentation for Health Centers
– Creating and Managing Strong Passwords at Your Health Center
– The Health Center CIO’s Guide to HIPAA Compliant Text Messaging
– Health IT Privacy & Security Skill Sets
– Breach Protection Overview Presentation for Health Centers

3. Fill out the Health Center Defender Against the Dark Web 
Badge Confirmation form

4. Receive your badge!
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http://bit.ly/hiteq-defender


Comments, 
Questions, 

and 
Discussion
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Questions? Feedback?

Email: hiteqinfo@jsi.com
Phone: 1-844-305-7440

This project is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of an award totaling $778,000 with 0 percentage 
financed with non-governmental sources. The contents are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
represent the official views of, nor an endorsement, by HRSA, HHS, or the U.S. Government. For more 
information, please visit HRSA.gov.

mailto:hiteqinfo@jsi.com
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